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Press Release
ASSA ABLOY Brand Frameworks Introduces SlimLine Interior Office Fronts
December 6, 2017, New Haven, CT – Interior aluminum door and window frame manufacturer
Frameworks now offers the SlimLine Series office front system for areas requiring a versatile,
modern design with minimal profiles that maximize office space. The narrow profile can
accommodate swinging and sliding door frames, sidelights, transoms and borrowed lights in
interior applications, making it ideal for new construction, tenant improvement or retrofit
projects.
“We developed the SlimLine with K-12, university, government, and Class A office spaces in
mind,” said Dan Glover, product manager, ASSA ABLOY. “The sleek profile suits open plan
designs, maximizes daylighting, and enables building owners and tenants to reconfigure spaces
easily, all of which contribute to lower cost of ownership.”
Several features, including the sharp lines of extruded aluminum, give the SlimLine great
aesthetic appeal. Factory-cut frame components can accommodate infinite design ideas
including various corner posts which can connect multiple offices. All components are factoryprefinished, available in many standard and custom paint and anodized finishes. Flush snap-on
trim conceals all clips, screws and splices at the face profiles providing a clean, modern look.
The SlimLine system is designed for single doors up to 4’0” x 10’0”, pairs up to 8’0” x 10’0”,
and maximum window height of 12’0”. It can be wrapped around 2-1/4” thick partitions to
accommodate most prefabricated wall panels, or used with setting channels as a demountable
option that allows for offices to be reconfigured as space requirements change. Lightweight
aluminum components make for easier jobsite handling, and factory made hardware
preparations reduce installation time. In addition, the SlimLine contributes to sustainability
goals; it’s eligible for LEED credits for recycled content and daylighting, while maximized
daylighting also reduces energy consumption.
Further information and details can be found on the SlimLine product page of Frameworks’
website here.
About Frameworks
Since 1996, Frameworks has been manufacturing high quality, pre-finished aluminum frames,
windows, and doors for interior commercial applications. Located in Houston, TX, Frameworks
specializes in sleek, modern designs with concealed fastening, rich colors, and recessed glazing
pockets to for architecturally-pleasing design aesthetics. www.frameworks.com
About ASSA ABLOY
ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user
needs for security, safety and convenience. www.assaabloydss.com
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